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Executive Summary
This report summarises the dissemination activities in the TITANIUM project during the first two
project years (01 May 2017 - 30 April 2019). This deliverable is a formal annual review of dissemination
activities covering the entire scope of the Dissemination and Communication Plan (D7.1). In particular,
the following impacts are evaluated:
• Effectiveness and evolution of project website;
• Effectiveness of social media for various dissemination activities;
• Impact of TITANIUM-related publications, presentations, and events;
• Success in identifying and exploiting “key contacts”;
• Review of challenges faced and ways of addressing them in the following period.
The focus of TITANIUM moved from research and requirements in the first project year to innovation.
Dissemination activities by the consortium partners achieved a very good impact. The TITANIUM
website has become a point of reference for the relevant stakeholders’ communities engaged with the
project and includes more than ten news items and TITANIUM events announcements. Twitter and
LinkedIn channels were set up and are being regularly used. Particularly Twitter achieved excellent
impact. Interactions and followers of LinkedIn, however, should be increased. We plan to achieve this
through increased number and frequency of posts during the third project year.
The TITANIUM project video achieved excellent impact. With 289 project video views, we exceeded
the planned 100 views by almost three times. The TITANIUM newsletter was circulated to about 120
contacts including relevant stakeholders (e.g. Law Enforcement Agencies, Industry, scientific
community), media outlets and specialised journalists. This proactive approach toward stakeholders’
engagement has contributed to raise awareness about the project and to attract media interest.
Partners have disseminated research outputs and participated in more than 30 events from the
beginning of the project, including international events. The consortium has published seven out of
ten planned open access peer-reviewed scientific publications. The planned goal to publish four journal
publications has already been met the end of the second year.
The media interest in the project has grown as the TITANIUM research has developed. Recent press
releases and media engagement in national broadcasters achieved high impact. TITANIUM was
featured in three TV and two radio broadcasts as well as articles in specialised magazines. The achieved
impact is shown particularly through the impressive gain in the TITANIUM website traffic after the two
most recent press releases and communication campaigns.
Our goal to have two social media campaigns per project year around relevant events was only partially
met. Especially the LinkedIn analysis suggests that coordination of dedicated and targeted social media
campaigns should be improved. We are planning to address this in better coordinated social media
campaigns in context of the upcoming newsletter release the second TITANIUM video release. Another
KPI to be improved is the newsletter subscriptions. To meet our goals of having at least 250 newsletter
subscriptions by the end of the project, we will identify further contacts from Law Enforcement and
other specialists to be invited to our mailing list. This will also be important in context of our
exploitation strategy.
During the third project year TITANIUM tools will be brought to the next maturity level, and
exploitation of results will be a major goal. In this phase dissemination activities will have an increased
focus on reaching our stakeholders (LEAs and specialists). Social media activities promoting TITANIUM
iii

tools and training will be intensified, and most importantly exploitation activities such as meetings with
Business Units/Commercial Staff from commercial partners will increase. Until the end of the project
synergies between dissemination, training, and exploitation activities will increase.
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Introduction

This deliverable contains a formal annual review of dissemination activities covering the entire scope
of the Dissemination and Communication Plan (D7.1). In particular, the following impacts are
evaluated:
• Effectiveness and evolution of project website;
• Effectiveness of social media for various dissemination activities;
• Impact of TITANIUM-related publications, presentations, and events;
• Success in identifying and exploiting “key contacts”;
• Review of challenges faced and ways of addressing them in the following period.
This document is the first update done in M25 of the project. A final update will be done in M36.
The dissemination strategy defined in TITANIUM’s Dissemination and Communication Plan (D7.1)
focuses in particular on the TITANIUM stakeholders, other specialists, and the general public. The
primary focus of TITANIUM’s dissemination activities lies on communicating with specialists in the field
in a private and confidential manner. The secondary focus lies on informing the general public about
non-sensitive project developments (see Table 1).
Dissemination goals

Communication with
specialists

Public dissemination

Informing about the project, its
goals, funding, consortium, etc.
Yes
Yes
(communication).
Showcasing the technological
Yes
Not foreseen
excellence of TITANIUM tools.
Demonstrating the compliance
Yes
Yes
with GDPR and national laws.
Demonstrating the ethical
approach to privacy, data
Yes
Yes
protection, citizens’ rights, etc.
Emphasising the usefulness of
TITANIUM tools to LEAs and
secondary market (banks,
Yes
Not foreseen
financial firms/institutions,
corporate security firms).
Table 1. Overview of TITANIUM communication and dissemination goals and main target audiences.
As described in detail in D7.1, TITANIUM dissemination activities have been split into two main
categories: public dissemination and communication with specialists. The goal of this approach is to
better tailor the dissemination messages to their audiences. Information disseminated to the general
public will not be followed by exploitation-focused messages. Dissemination to specialists will include
exploitation messages in order to attract them as potential adopters of tools developed during the
TITANIUM project (in particular LEAs).
The TITANIUM dissemination strategy has been presented to and discussed with all project partners
at various meetings. Further dissemination guidelines have been defined and made available to the
1

whole consortium in the project’s Redmine instance. Beside general guidelines for dissemination, a
clear distinction between dissemination types (Scientific, Social Media and Public) is made and explicit
versus implicit approval is clarified and agreed upon. An exhaustive description of the Citations
European Format is listed and suggested to be used as TITANIUM standard for citations in every
deliverable.

1.1 Public dissemination
The aim of public dissemination of TITANIUM is to inform the public about the project and its
developments. As the project focuses on a sensitive matter (tracking of transactions, criminal activity,
privacy issues, etc.), care must be taken when communicating with the public and media to avoid
unnecessary misunderstandings about the nature of the project and incorrect perception of its
activities. TITANIUM partners are aware that the online communities (e.g., as embodied in discussion
forums or comment threads on news websites) can easily misunderstand and misrepresent potentially
controversial projects (and TITANIUM is one of them, as it involves Bitcoin tracking, LEAs, as well as
privacy and security issues). Main communication channels to reach out to the general public are:
• Project website
• Twitter
• Press releases
• Marketing materials (project flyer)
• Project video (a second video production is in progress)

1.2 Communication with specialists
TITANIUM stakeholders are being approached through the existing professional networks of the
project partners. TITANIUM has 13 associated project partners and is currently in contact with four
additional LEAs and specialist organisations to potentially become associated partners. Additional
potential associated stakeholders and other experts will be met through trade shows, conferences and
similar events, as well as through cold acquisition-based activities, such as following key influencers on
social media, reaching out to organisations potentially interested in TITANIUM outputs (in conjunction
with exploitation and TITANIUM marketing activities), and networking. Main communication channels
to reach out to specialists are:
• Webinars and Training (related activities kicked off in project year 2)
• Networking
• Participation at trade shows, expos, conferences
• Newsletter
• LinkedIn
• Academic publishing
• Liaising with other experts and related projects

1.3 Shift of Communication Focus during Second Project Year
During the second project year TITANIUM shifted the focus from disseminating research to general
audiences to increasing communication with specialists. During the first project phase TITANIUM
communication mainly focused on raising awareness about the project and its research outputs. The
current focus lies on reaching out to and engaging more directly with stakeholder communities that
can be interested in exploiting the project results. The identified key audiences and their needs will be
addressed by dissemination activities during the final project phase. During the third project year, all
activities in dissemination and training will closely contribute to the exploitation of TITANIUM
products.
2

Communication Messages
During the second half of the project the communication messages shifted from raising general
awareness about the project goals to promoting the developed tools. More specifically,
communications are structured to illustrate how the TITANIUM tools address the project stakeholders’
needs.
Targeted Audience
The main target audience of public communication during the second half of the project will be LEAs
and those stakeholders who may use the tools. Communications in this second phase of the project is
focussing on raising awareness about the development of TITANIUM tools so as to ultimately support
their exploitation.
Communication Content
With the support of TITANIUM partners, communications will illustrate the TITANIUM tools benefits,
the TITANIUM training programme and will provide clarification to pre-empt any possible ethical
concern about TITANIUM tools.
The messages and the content developed will inform the content for the website, Titanium newsletter,
press releases and second TITANIUM video, which are all part of the future dissemination activities.
Synergies with Training and Exploitation
During the final project phase training activities, stakeholder engagements and related
communications will be preparatory for successful exploitation of the project’s results. The consortium
has already developed an exploitation plan outline. As a first step, exploitation goals and key
exploitable results were defined by TITANIUM partners. The classification of key exploitable results
informed both the training plan (D7.3) and the exploitation plan (D7.5).
With the first round of Field Labs Kick-Off event, TITANIUM training delivery started successfully with
a group of 60 participants from various European Law Enforcement Agencies. TITANIUM training
focuses on activities for LEAs on Darknet and Crypto Currencies investigations, subject on which there
is currently very little training material. The TITANIUM training plan aims at building a well-established
and internationally recognized program in a view to become the de-facto training brick for
investigators in Darknet and Cryptocurrencies investigations, at least but not limited to the European
level.

1.4 Monitoring and Tracking
AIT is responsible for Task 7.2: Monitoring of project outcomes. AIT monitors all dissemination and
communication activities by TITANIUM project partners through dedicated event and activity logs
provided on the project’s Redmine instance. The status of the dissemination and communication
activities logs is regularly checked in the bi-weekly Executive Board calls and in context of the annual
communication and dissemination reports.
•
•
•

•

Dissemination activities by partners (e.g. project presentations, press releases, social media
activities) are collected on the WP7 wiki
Internal and external project relevant events are collected on the Events calendar
Publications are monitored on the Publications area
o All partners are requested to upload the submitted version of the publication and to
notify the consortium via email.
The status of project deliverables is monitored on the WP8 wiki
3

AIT regularly updates the continuous reporting page on the Participants Portal. To estimate the
number of Dissemination and Communication activities linked to the project as well as the number of
persons reached in context of all dissemination and communication activities in the categories
specified by the European Commission, the Coordinator collected additional information from all
partners in a Google spreadsheet. A detailed overview of the estimated impact achieved during the
first reporting period as an outcome of the activities carried out in the project was included in the
Appendix of the first Periodic Report.
TRI compiles and maintains a contact list of specialists and popular press and media. Project partners
are regularly encouraged to identify suitable contacts, channels or intermediaries within a specific
community of interest.
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Report of Dissemination and Communication Activities (Years 1-2)

During the first two project years, the TITANIUM team was very active in terms of dissemination
activities. Partners have disseminated the project’s outputs with the scientific community via
conference and journal publications. During the last two years, partners have published eleven papers,
all made available via open access channels. Two additional publications were submitted to further
publishing venues. Beyond presenting at and attending numerous conferences, workshops, trade fairs
and pitch events, the individual partners actively disseminated project related news through their
social media and communication channels. Across the project consortium (that is, including the
project’s as well as consortium partners’ communication and dissemination channels), 13 nonscientific publications and more than 60 website announcements/news were issued, and more than
760 social media interactions as well as more than 270 communication campaigns (TV and newsletters)
were done. The consortium has proactively reached out to relevant stakeholders’ communities
building a project contact list and using the partners’ networks to circulate the project newsletters,
raising awareness about the research output within the research community, industry, civil society,
law enforcement agencies and media outlets.

2.1 TITANIUM Website
The project website (https://www.titanium-project.eu/) is the main online communication tool for
public dissemination. The site is being maintained and updated on a regular basis. EC funding
acknowledgement has been prominently added to the website footer. Effectiveness is monitored by
means of Google Analytics (see statistics below).
An initial website providing core project information has been made available to the consortium in
month 5 of the project. Website development has been outsourced and has been completed in month
6 (October 2017); the partner responsible is AIT. During the second project year more website content
has been generated and published on a regular basis. Links to the TITANIUM newsletter and an
embedded project video were prominently added to the main page. Some additional contents (e.g.
TITANIUM publications) were added upon request by the Commission after the first project review.
More than 15 news items and event announcements were published on the project website.
The website’s structure is kept simple and allows to easily retrieve the basic information about the
TITANIUM project. A short description of main aims and expected results, including simple graphical
representation, is written to catch the attention of, and be comprehensible to, general public. At the
same time, a frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) link (https://www.titanium-project.eu/faq/index.html)
4

is added to properly answer also specific and tecnical questions on more sensitive aspects of the
project. Particular attention has been dedicated to explain the fine balance needed between public
spending and privacy issues, which is a characteristic of this project.
A detailed description of all partners institutions and companies, their formal structure and activities
can be found with direct links to their web sites. These should exhaustively answer any query about
the partners and dispel any doubt about the consortium transparency. This is especially important
due to the possibility that the project can be mistakenly or malevolently seen as encroaching on the
freedoms of the Internet and empowering national governments and LEAs to track and spy on their
own citizens.
Included below are some screenshots produced with Google analytics to show the time evolution of
website visitors and their provenience and behaviour. These numbers will be compared to the Key
Performance Indicators in section 3.
In summary, traffic on the TITANIUM website during the first two project years generated a total of
5670 sessions with 4100 unique visitors and an average of 1:45 minute duration. Compared to the
first project year, TITANIUM website visits increased of about 76% during the second project year. The
website gained more than 3100 new users, which is nearly four time as many as during the first project
year. Only in the last six months the number of visitors nearly doubled. The average session duration
did not substantially decrease during this period.
The massive increase of traffic generated on the TITANIUM website shows that the project gained a
lot of visibility. The gain in website traffic can be seen in context of the last two communication
campaigns that were done in context of the Field Labs Kick Off Meeting. The campaigns generated a
broad coverage in international press and media, in particular in the German speaking regions.
➢ Visitors Overview from 2018-05-01 to 2019-04-30 (second project year; source: Google
analytics):

➢ Visitors Overview from 2017-10-20 to 2019-04-30 (first and second project year; source:
Google analytics):
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➢ Visitors Behaviour: new vs. Returning from 2017-10-20 to 2019-04-30 (source: Google
analytics):
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➢ Visitors Location from 2017-10-20 to 2019-04-30 (source: Google analytics):

2.2 Social Media
2.2.1 Twitter
The TITANIUM Twitter channel (https://twitter.com/titanium_h2020) has been launched in November
2017. Since then, the number of tweets has been growing steadily and actracting an increasing number
of followers. An overview of its evolution can be seen in the analytics screenshots below generated
with Twitter analytics and Twitonomy.
At the end of the second project year, TITANIUM’s Twitter account has reached 234 followers and 187
tweets (0,34 tweets per day on average). Compared to the first project year, Twitter followers have
more than doubled, and TITANIUM has doubled the amount of tweets during the second project year.
These numbers will be compared to the Key Performance Indicators in section 3.
➢ 28 day summary of tweets, impressions, profile visits, mentions, and followers from 2019-0430 (source: Twitter analytics):

➢ Number of tweets and tweet history from 2017-10-31 to 2019-05-06 (source: Twitonomy):
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➢ Total number of tweet impressions from 2018-05-01 to 2019-04-30 (source: Twitter
analytics):
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➢ Top tweet, top mention and top follower of April 2019 (source: Twitter analytics):

2.2.2 LinkedIn
The TITANIUM LinkedIn page (https://www.linkedin.com/company/titanium-h2020/) has been
created in November 2017. The screenshots below give an overview of the number of visitors and their
origin since its creation. At the end of April 2019 it had 36 Followers.
Compared to the first project year, the number of followers nearly doubled. However, with a total of
36 followers LinkedIn remains a secondary outreach channel. We note that the majority of visitors are
from research, whereas the majority of followers are from Law Enforcement and research. The
conclusion is that through LinkedIn we indeed reach our main target audiences; however only in a very
limited number.
A clear peak of visitors can be observed early November 2018, which coincides with the publication of
the first TITANIUM newsletter and might be due to this event. Compared to the TITANIUM Twitter
channel, however, traffic and interaction on the LinkedIn page remained rather moderate. This should
be improved through more frequent and an increased number of posts during the third project year.

11

➢ Visitors of LinkedIn page between 2018-05-01 to 2019-04-30 (source: LinkedIn analytics):

➢ Demographic data of visitors (source: LinkedIn analytics):
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➢ Demographic data of LinkedIn followers (source: LinkedIn analytics, 2019-05-06):

2.3 Newsletters
Since the beginning of the project, TITANIUM produced three newsletters. The first one was sent to a
restricted group of associated stakeholders during the first project year on April 19, 2018. TITANIUM’s
Associated Stakeholders Group (ASG) is a set of 13 associated partners – 11 law enforcement agencies
13

from 10 different states, plus EUROPOL and the European Central Bank. The aim of this first newsletter
was to inform them about a meeting where the technical project partners presented and discussed
the main aspects of the technical tools to be developed during the project. The development of police
investigation tools requires a juridical consideration due to the fact that they have to be based on the
legal framework of the corresponding country in which they will be used. Since the legal situation in
Europe is not harmonized, the project researchers use the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and the Council as a frame of reference but the
newsletter solicited comments and feed back from the ASG on wheter or not the developed tools meet
their expectations. So far, only one associated partner answered mentioning that the matter will be
discussed internally before giving an official feedback.
A public newsletter1 has been circulated to a list of about 120 contacts of relevant stakeholders on
October 24, 2018. The targeted contact list includes Law Enforcement Agencies, Industry, scientific
community, media outlets and specialised journalists. Individual partners have redistributed the
TITANIUM newsletter within their networks and have inserted individual TITANIUM research
communications within their organisational newsletter so as to raise awareness within a wider and
international audience. The newsletter included general information about the project, cutting-edge
research activities and TITANIUM approaches, as well as event announcements. It also included a list
of relevant news and readings related to TITANIUM topics. The newsletter had an open rate of 35.8%,
which is a high rate for a research project newsletter.
A third newsletter was sent in December 2018 after the Vienna Hackathon to the Associated
Stakeholders Group. The newsletter informed the stakeholders about what was done during the
second TITANIUM Hackathon and invited them to the first round of Field Labs, which started in January
2019.
The next issue of TITANIUM’s public newsletter is currently in production and scheduled for June 2019.

2.4 Organisation of dissemination events
TITANIUM organised the Symposium on Post-Bitcoin Cryptocurrencies on Oct 19, 2018 in Vienna, AT.
The symposium presented the latest scientific and technical results in the field of cryptocurrency
research and highlighted the new challenges businesses, users, and regulators will face in the light of
Post-Bitcoin Cryptocurrencies. More than 130 participants from the scientific community, LEAs,
industry, civil society, general public, and other target groups participated.

2.5 Participation at dissemination events
During this reporting period, partners have disseminated research outputs and participated at more
than 45 dissemination events including international conferences and symposiums. In the following
we summarise the scientific dissemination events at which TITANIUM has been presented, as well as
other dissemination and outreach events at which TITANIUM partners attended. Participation at
dissemination events is regularly tracked and monitored by AIT. Partners are requested to notify
partners about interesting and project-relevant events as well as to record their attendance at
dissemination events through a tracking tool provided on the project’s Redmine instance.

2.5.1 Conference presentations and talks
As foreseen in D7.1, publishing in peer-reviewed journals, conferences and workshops will be an
ongoing activity throughout the project. Already during the first year TITANIUM participated in nine
1

https://www.titanium-project.eu/news/articles/newsletter1/
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scientific dissemination events. During the first two project years TITANIUM was presented at 25
scientific events.
No
1

Event Name
Conference on IT
forensics

Location
Darmstadt,
DE

Date
Sept 26,
2017

Event Type
Conference

Presentation Title
Ermittlungen in
der Blockchain –
Verfolgung von
Straftaten mit
Bitcoins und AltCoins

2

CAST-Workshop
on blockchain
technology of the
Fraunhofer SIT

Darmstadt,
DE

Oct 26,
2017

Workshop

Technical basics
and data
protection issues
of blockchain
technology.

3

German Federal
Ministry for
Economic AffairEnergy "Digitale
Zukunft konkret"
9th Community of
Users on Safe,
Secure and
Resilient Societies
EARTO (European
Association of
Research and
technology
Organisations)
meeting
Annual
Conference Von
der internen
Rechtsabteilung
zu Legal Tech –
Gemeinsames
Plenum mit der
Jahreskonferenz
Datenschutz
Blockchains,
Smart Contracts
and Future
Applications.
Dagstuhl Seminar

Berlin, DE

Nov 20-21,
2017

Symposium

Blockchain and
data protection

Brussels. BE

Dec. 6,
2017

Workshop on
Cybercrime

The TITANIUM
project and Early
Results

Vienna, AT

Dec 12-13,
2017

Working
group on
Security and
Defence
Research

Scalable
Blockchain
Analytics

Vienna, AT

Feb 28,
2018

Conference

Legal issues of
Experts for data
blockchain/crypto protection,
currency systems blockchain,
cryptocurrencies,
Researchers,
Lawyers

Dagstuhl, DE

Apr 09-13,
2018

Seminar

•

4

5

6

7

•

•

15

Cryptocurren
cy Analytics
The State of
Cryptocurren
cy
Governance
Anonymity in
Cryptocurren
cies

Target Group
Experts for
transaction
tracking and deanonymization
techniques,
Security,
Anonymization,
Researchers, LEAs
Experts for
transaction
tracking and
blockchain
techniques,
Researchers
Experts for
blockchain and
data protection,
Regulators
Experts for
cybercrime,
security, privacy,
Researchers
Experts for,
security, defence,
Researchers

Experts for
blockchain
technologies,
Researchers

8

Symposium of the
University of
Passau: 13.
Internationales
For..Net
Symposium
Wertschöpfung
durch
Digitalisierung:
Innovation. Ethik.
Sicherheit
GDANSKT TALKS
2018 Economic
Security

Passau, DE

Apr 11-12,
2018

Symposium

Blockchain and
data protection

Experts for
digitisation,
security, ethics,
data protection,
Researchers,
Lawyers

Heringsdorf,
DE

Apr 19,
2018

Conference

Bitcrime:
organized crime
and
cryptocurrencies

10

Scientific School
on Blockchain and
Distributed
Ledger
Technologies

Pula, IT

Jun 12-15,
2018

Summer
School

11

WEIS 2018: 17th
Annual Workshop
on the Economics
of Information
Security

Innsbruck,
AT

Jun 18-19,
2018

Workshop

12

Google Web
Security Summit
2018

Munich, DE

Jun 25-26,
2018

Conference

Incentives
Matter: On the
Economics and
Governance of
Blockchain-based
Systems
• Ransomware
Analytics
paper
presentation
• Virtual
currencies
and
fundamental
rights paper
presentation
Poster on
TITANIUM’s Zcash
work

Experts for
financetechnology and
security, LEAs,
Regulators,
Researchers
Experts for
blockchain
technologies,
Researchers

13

International
Conference on
Competition and
Regulation
(CRESSE 2018)

Crete, GR

Jun 28 – Jul
1, 2018

Summer
School &
Conference

14

Privacy Enhanced
Technologies
Symposium

Barcelona,
ES

July 24-27,
2018

Conference

9

16

Experts for
information
security,
Researchers

Experts for web
security,
Researchers,
Innovators,
Companies/
Industry
The price of
Experts for
anonymity:
financial
Empirical
regulation,
evidence from a anonymization,
market for Bitcoin Researchers
anonymization
Poster on
Experts for
Incentivising
security
Privacy in
technologies,
Cryptocurrencies Researchers
at the OPERANDI
2018 Workshop

15

USENIX Security
2018

Baltimore,
US

Aug 15-17,
2018

Conference

16

'Cybercrime
Congress' of the
German Police
Academy
(Deutsche
Hochschule der
Polizei)
Big Data meets
Applied AI
congress

Münster, DE

Sep 14,
2018

Conference

The Hague,
NL

Sep 27,
2018

Congress

18

COPKIT linkedprojects
workshop

Sofia,
Bulgaria

Sep 20,
2018

Workshop

19

Symposium on
Post-Bitcoin
Cryptocurrencies

Vienna, AT

Oct 19,
2018

Symposium
organised by
TITANIUM

17

An Empirical
Analysis of
Anonymity in
Zcash paper
presentation
Prosecution of
offences related
to virtual
currencies and
the Darkweb

TITANIUM and
Task 4.3
presentation at
ICT and Cyber
track
Presentation of
TITANIUM project
to other research
consortia

•

•

•

•

•
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Experts for
security,
Researchers

Experts for
cybercrime,
transaction
tracking and deanonymization
techniques, LEAs,
Researchers
Experts for big
data & AI
technologies,
Researchers

Experts for
transaction
tracking and deanonymization
techniques,
cybercrime,
Researchers, LEAs,
Companies/
Industry
Experts for
Emerging
Technologies transaction
tracking and deand
anonymization
Regulatory
Challenges in techniques,
cybercrime,
the PostResearchers, LEAs,
Bitcoin Era
Companies/
The PostIndustry
Bitcoin Era:
Cryptocurren
cies Are Here
to Stay
DeAnonymizatio
n in Bitcoin
and Beyond
Tracking
Payment
Flows in
Ethereum
Chances and
Risks of
Cryptocurren
cies’
Transparency

20
BDVA Workshop
"Using big data to
fight internetorganized crime"

Vienna, AT

Nov 12,
2018

Workshop

– A legal
perspective
Two-part
TITANIUM
presentation;
workshop
organised in
collaboration with
ASGARD and
Dante projects
• Why is a
Ravencoin
Like a
TokenDesk?
• An
Exploration
of Code
Diversity in
the
• Cryptocurren
cy Landscape
• An empirical
analysis of
monero
cross-chain
traceability
• Detecting
Token
Systems on
Ethereum.
“Financial Data on
the Blockchain”

21

23rd International
Conference on
Financial
Cryptography and
Data Security
2019

St. Kitts, KN

Feb 18-22,
2019

Conference

22

FinTech 4.0 – Das
FINternet

Zurich, CH

March 28,
2019

Seminar

23

65th meeting of
the International
Working Group
on Data
Protection in
Telecommunicati
ons (IWGDPT)
2nd ILEANET
Public Workshop

Bled, SVN

Apr 9-10,
2019

Workshop

“The Protection
of Personal Data
in Blockchains –
Big Blockchain is
watching you”

Riga, LVA

Apr 10-11,
2019

Workshop

TITANIUM
Cryptocurrency
Analytics Tools
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18

Experts for big
data,
Companies/Indust
ry, Researchers

Experts for
transaction
tracking
techniques and
data security,
Researchers

Experts for
financial
transactions,
transaction
tracking,
cybercrime,
Researchers,
LEAs, Companies/
Industry
Experts for data
protection and
telecommunicatio
n, Researchers,
Regulators

Experts for
transaction
tracking
techniques,
cybercrime,
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Friedrich-SchillerUniversity Jena,
Chair for criminal
procedure (Prof.
Dr. Anette
Grünewald)

Jena, GER

Apr 24,
2019

Seminar

“Ermittlungen in
Blockchains –
Cryptocoins und
Darknet in der
Strafverfolgung“

security,
terrorism, LEAs
Experts for
transaction
tracking,
cybercrime,
Researchers

Table 2. Scientific Outreach - Presentation to conferences and workshops

2.5.2 Participation at events for dissemination and networking purposes
Table 3 lists all other dissemination and outreach events where TITANIUM was represented. In total
TITANIUM partners participated at 18 non-scientific dissemination and networking events. Next to
presenting or introducing TITANIUIM, partners used the events to distribute the project flyers and to
encourage potential stakeholders to get involved in project activities or sign up for TITANIUM
communications.
No

Event Name

Location

Date

IGCEG (Interpol Global
Cybercrime Expert
Group) in context of
Interpol World
Congress 2017
Data Protection Issues
in the Context of EUfunded Big Data
Research Projects in
the Security Domain
21st European Police
Congress
EVIDENCE2e-CODEX
Kick-off Meeting

Singapore

Jun 5-7,
2017

Dublin, IR

Jul 4,
2017

Berlin, DE

Feb 6-7,
2018
Mar 7,
2018

5

Chances and risks of
blockchain systems

Berlin, DE

Mar 9,
2018

6

BaFin Tech

Berlin, DE

Apr 10,
2018

1

2

3
4

Florence,
IT

Event Type
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Target Group

Technology and Innovation
Conference

Experts for
transaction tracking
and de-anonymization
techniques, security,
cybercrime, LEAs
Joint Workshop by ASGARD, Experts for data
DANTE, TITANIUM, VALCRI, protection, security,
and VoxPol projects
data science,
Researchers
TITANIUM represented in
Panel 3
Project kick-off meeting;
TITANIUM was presented by
INT

Experts for
cybercrime, LEAs
Experts for
cybercrime,
transaction tracking
and de-anonymization
techniques,
Researchers, LEAs,
Companies/Industry
(EU project)
Expert meeting organised by Experts for blockchain
the German Federal
technologies, security,
Ministry of Education and
Researchers,
Research
Companies/Industry,
Regulators
Conference organised by
Experts for financethe German Federal
technological
Financial Supervisory
innovation,
Authority
Researchers,
Regulators, Banks

7

Summer school on
real-world crypto and
privacy
Dissemination event
NL stakeholders

Sibenik,
HR

June 1115, 2018

Summer school

The
Hague, NL

Jun 13,
2018

Joint event by the H2020
projects ASGARD and
TITANIUM

9

5th Virtual Currency
Conference (Europol)

The
Hague, NL

Jun 1921, 2018

Conference

10

25th DGRI Drei-LänderTreffen

St. Gallen,
CH

Jun 2123, 2018

Conference

11

2nd INTERPOL Darknet
and Cryptocurrencies
Working Group

Nurember
g, DE

Oct 1011, 2018

12

Working group on the
security of debit and
credit cards

Heppenhei
m, DE

Oct 1012, 2018

Brussels,
BE
Bilbao, SP

Nov 06,
2018
Nov 2122, 2018

Working group meeting at
Interpol
Presentation: Tracing
Transactions Across
Cryptocurrency Ledgers
Annual event where
German-speaking LEAs meet
fraud and compliance staff
of banks and payment
processors
General presentation of
TITANIUM
Presentation of Bitcoin
Synthetic Data Generator
(testbed) developed in
TITANIUM
Europol cybercrime
conference
TITANIUM was presented

8

13

RTO Summit

14

LIBRECON powered by
CEBIT

15

3rd Global Conference
on Criminal Finances
and Cryptocurrencies

The
Hague, NL

Mar 0607, 2019

16

Annual Meeting of EUreferents from BadenWürttemberg, Bavaria,
Switzerland
13th Meeting of
Community of Users
on Secure, Safe and
Resilient Societies
ILEANET Workshop
"Tools, methods and

Baden, DE

Mar 11,
2019

Brussels,
BE

Mar 2529, 2019

Riga, LVA

Apr 1011, 2019

17

18

20

Presentation of WP2 and
participation in the "Ethics
and Research Integrity
Panel"
Participation in panel

Participation by TITANIUM
at workshop

Experts for blockchain
technologies and
privacy, Researchers
Experts for
cybercrime and
transaction tracking
techniques, LEAs,
Companies/Industry,
Researchers
Experts for virtual
currencies,
transaction tracking
techniques, LEAs,
Researchers
Legal experts for data
protection, egovernment,
information
technologies,
Researchers
Experts for
cybercrime and
transaction tracking
techniques, LEAs
Experts for financial
transaction security,
LEAs, Banks

RTOs, researchers,
NGOs, general public
Open technologies
experts, Innovators,
Companies,
Researchers
Experts for
transaction tracking
techniques,
cybercrime, security,
LEAs
Legal experts for
ethics, research
integrity
Experts for security,
privacy, Researchers

Experts for
transaction tracking

good practices for
conducting financial
investigations to
support investigations
of serious organised
crime, cybercrime,
terrorism and illegally
mediated migration"

techniques,
cybercrime, security,
terrorism, LEAs

Table 3. Participation at non-scientific events for dissemination and networking purposes

2.6 Publications
Publications from the first project year are listed in Table 4.
No
1

Title
In Code We Trust?

Authors
Michael Fröwis,
Rainer Böhme

2

Distributed Ledger, Joint
Control? – Blockchains
and the GDPR’s
Transparency
Requirements
Ransomware Payments
in the Bitcoin Ecosystem

Paulina Jo
Pesch, Christian
Sillaber

3

4

Virtual Currencies and
Fundamental Rights

5

An Empirical Analysis of
Anonymity in Zcash

6

The costs of consumerfacing cybercrime: an

Masarah
PaquetClouston,
Bernhard
Haslhofer,
Benoit Dupont
Christian
Rückert

George Kappos,
Haaroon
Yousaf, Mary
Maller,
Sarah
Meiklejohn
Markus Riek,
Rainer Böhme
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Conference/Journal
Data Privacy
Management,
Cryptocurrencies
and Blockchain
Technology. ESORICS
2017, DPM 2017,
CBT 2017. Lecture
Notes in Computer
Science
Computer Law
Review
International, Issue
6/17, pp. 166 ff.

Reference
Springer Publication
ISBN: 978-3-31967816-0

Workshop on the
Economics of
Information Security
(WEIS), Innsbruck,
June 2018

arXiv:1804.04080

Workshop on the
Economics of
Information Security
(WEIS), Innsbruck,
June 2018
Usenix Security
Symposium,
Baltimore, August
2018

WEIS 2018 PDF

Journal of
Cybersecurity, 2018,
1–16

DOI:
10.1093/cybsec/tyy00
4

DOI: 10.9785/cri2017-0602

USENIX PDF
ISBN 978-1-93197146-1
arXiv:1805.03180

7

8

9

10

empirical exploration of
measurement issues and
estimates
The contemporary
cybercrime ecosystem: A
multi-disciplinary
overview of the state of
affairs and developments
Tracing Transactions
Across Cryptocurrency
Ledgers

Why is a Ravencoin Like
a TokenDesk?
An Exploration of Code
Diversity in the
Cryptocurrency
Landscape
An empirical analysis of
monero cross-chain
traceability

11

Detecting Token Systems
on Ethereum.

12

Cascading Machine
Learning to Attack
Bitcoin Anonymity

13

Kriptosare.gen, a
dockerized Bitcoin
testbed: analysis of
serverperformance

14

Using Stylometry to
Track Cybercriminals
inDarknet Forums

Stearns
Broadhead

Computer Law &
Security Review

DOI:
10.31235/osf.io/yt7gb
SocArxiv

Haaroon
Yousaf,
Georgios
Kappos, Sarah
Meiklejohn
Pierre Reibel,
Haaroon
Yousaf, Sarah
Meiklejohn

Accepted at 28th
USENIX Security
Symposium 2019

https://arxiv.org/abs/
1810.12786

Financial
Cryptography and
Data Security 2019

https://arxiv.org/abs/
1810.08420v1

Abraham
Hinteregger,
Bernhard
Haslhofer
Michael Fröwis,
Andreas Fuchs,
Rainer Böhme
Francesco Zola,
Maria
Eguimendia,
Jan Lukas
Bruse, Raul
Orduna
Francesco Zola,
Cristina PerezSola, Jon Egana
Zubia, Maria
Eguimendia,
Jordi HerreraJoancomarti

Financial
Cryptography and
Data Security 2019

https://arxiv.org/abs/
1812.02808

Financial
Cryptography and
Data Security 2019
Submitted to 2nd
IEEE International
Conference on
Blockchain held in
Atlanta on July 14-17
2019
Accepted at 2nd
International
Workshop on
Blockchains and
Smart Contracts
(BSC) on 24 to 26
June 2019, Canary
Islands (SPAIN)
Master Thesis

https://arxiv.org/abs/
1811.11645

Anirudh
Ekambaranathan, Sarah
Meiklejohn,
Andreas Peter

Table 4. TITANIUM Publications
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submitted

forthcoming

https://pdfs.semantic
scholar.org/aebe/d4b
e444386dc4beb88f8e
63c75e81c14a7b8.pdf

2.7 Marketing materials
A TITANIUM leaflet was produced (in English), printed and distributed by TRI. Each partner received
the pdf file as well as printed copies to be distributed during major events they will attend. Up to now
the consortium partners distributed more than 200 TITANIUM flyers.

Image 1. TITANIUM Flyer, cover page
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Image 2. TITANIUM Flyer, inlay page

2.8 TITANIUM project video
The TITANIUM video has been published on Vimeo and was embedded visibly on the home screen of
the project website2. The video aims at communicating the scope and aim of the project to both a
specialist audience and the general public. By the end of April 2019 the video has reached 289 views
on Vimeo.

Image 3. TITANIUM Project Video (screenshot)

2

https://vimeo.com/302463329
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2.9 Press Releases
During the first two project years TITANIUM published four official press releases. These were
republished by project partners and picked up by a number of English, German, Spanish and Russian
media. Also, the TITANIUM team published a number of blog posts that have been picked up by wellknown cryptocurrency blogs (see Table 5).
The first press release “Project to prevent criminal use of the dark web and virtual currencies launched
by international consortium” was issued on 2017-05-193. In this press release we introduced the
project to a wider audience. The press release was published by all project partners and was also
translated to German.
The second press release “Cybercrime – what is the hidden nature of digital criminal activities
nowadays?” was issued on 2018-07-304. In this press release we presented TITANIUM’s approach to
provide solutions for responding to cybercrime threats.
Two more press releases were published in context of the first round of Field Labs Kick-Off Meeting.
Both communications were in German. The press release “Darknet-Kriminalität wirksam bekämpfen”
was published on 2019-01-245; and the press release “High-Tech gegen Cyber Kriminalität im
Praxistest” on 2019-02-186.
Where

Date

URL/Title

DARKReading.org

2017-05-19

The Scotsman

2017-05-22

Law Enforcement
Cyber Center
Brief Report

2017-05-22

Pressreader
FinanzNachrichten

2017-05-23
2017-05-23

aptantech

2017-05-25

Darknetmarkets

2017-05-27

Austrian Business
Woman
libreresearchgroup

2017-05-27

Science.apa

2017-05-30

ITPress

2017-05-30

http://www.darkreading.com/threat-intelligence/international-consortium-launches-toprevent-criminal-use-of-dark-web-and-virtual-currencies/d/d-id/1328917
http://www.scotsman.com/business/companies/tech/blockchain-consortium-seeks-totackle-cyber-crime-1-4453230
http://www.iacpcybercenter.org/news/blockchain-consortium-seeks-tackle-cybercrime/
http://www.briefreport.co.uk/news/blockchain-consortium-seeks-to-tackle-cybercrime-5016238.html
https://www.pressreader.com/uk/the-scotsman/20170523/282222305698156
http://www.finanznachrichten.de/nachrichten-2017-05/40782967-internationaleforschung-gegen-die-kriminelle-nutzung-des-Darkweb-und-virtueller-waehrungen007.htm
http://aptantech.com/2017/05/5-6-million-project-launched-to-investigate-andprevent-crime-funded-via-bitcoin/
https://Darknetmarkets.co/european-union-launches-titanium-project-investigatingcriminal-use-of-bitcoin-and-dark-web/
http://austrianbusinesswoman.at//index.php/austrian-business-woman-archiv/5324oesterreichische-analyseplattform-geht-virtuellen-waehrungen-auf-die-spur
http://www.libreresearchgroup.org/en/a/new-project-to-prevent-criminal-use-ofblockchain-technology
https://science.apa.at/rubrik/natur_und_technik/Neue_Oesterreichische_Analyseplattf
orm_geht_virtuellen_Waehrungen_auf_die_Spur/SCI_20170530_SCI394713524363188
26
https://www.it-press.at/a/IKB_20170530_IKB0001

2017-05-23

2017-05-29

3

https://www.titanium-project.eu/news/articles/titanium-project/
https://www.titanium-project.eu/news/articles/cybercrime/
5
https://idw-online.de/de/news709446
6
https://www.ots.at/presseaussendung/OTS_20190218_OTS0064/high-tech-gegen-cyber-kriminalitaet-impraxistest-bild
4
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FOOD
navigator.com
Eu-CORDIS
Medium.com

2017-05-31

DCDailyCoin
ETHNews.com

2017-06-02
2017-06-03

InfoResist.org
Rosbalt.ru
EconoTimes

2017-06-03
2017-06-03
2017-06-05

Enterprisetimes
pressat

2017-06-05
2017-06-05

Bitcoin.com

2017-06-06

BitcoinMagazine

2017-06-19

Vozpopuli.com

2017-06-26

https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/project-titanium-eus-plan-decloakcryptocurrency/
http://www.vozpopuli.com

Tiroler
Tageszeitung
Empresa XXI

2017-06-28

Paper edition, page 8

N/A

'Vicomtech-IK4 participa en un proyecto contra el mal uso de la web oscura.

Zona Movilidad

2017-07-05

Titanium, el proyecto de la UE para luchar contra el uso criminal de lascriptomonedas

Interpol

N/A

Cryptonews.com

2018-08-07

TRILATERAL
Research
Zcash blog

2018-08-23

https://www.interpol.int/About-INTERPOL/Legal-materials/ICT-Law-Projects/Medialibrary/Cybercrime-%E2%80%93what-is-the-hidden-nature-of-digital-criminal-activitiesnowadays
https://cryptonews.com/news/meet-top-15-ransomware-families-who-got-more-than22-000-bit-2400.htm
https://trilateralresearch.co.uk/cybercrime-what-is-the-hidden-nature-of-digitalcriminal-activities-nowadays/
https://z.cash/blog/maintaining-privacy/

Die Presse

2018-11-22

Handelsblatt

2019-01-24

Focus

2019-01-24

InfopointSecurity.de
LR-online.de

2019-01-24

APA

2019-01-24

Der Standard

2019-01-24

Boerse.de

2019-01-24

Phys.org

2019-01-24

2017-06-01
2017-06-02

2018-09-21

2019-01-24

http://www.foodqualitynews.com/R-D/Blockchain-focus-of-EU-project-and-standarddiscussions
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/141335_en.html
https://medium.com/@MyFunSpirit/eu-commits-â5-million-to-fund-blockchainsurveillance-research-f818731770b6
http://dailycoin.info/eu-commits-e5-million-fund-blockchain-surveillance-research/
https://www.ethnews.com/international-consortium-to-combat-criminal-use-of-virtualcurrencies-initiated-in-eu
https://inforesist.org/es-zapuskaet-proekt-po-otslezhivaniyu-platezhey-v-kriptovalyute/
http://www.rosbalt.ru/business/2017/06/03/1620512.html
http://www.econotimes.com/EU-backs-3-year-project-to-curb-crime-involving-digitalcurrencies-and-blockchain-741351
https://www.enterprisetimes.co.uk/2017/06/05/blockchain-criminally-exempt/
http://www.pressat.co.uk/releases/project-to-prevent-criminal-use-of-the-dark-weband-virtual-currencies-launched-by-international-consortiuma75bbe99bc5cd1f1356044a10fdc9fa9/
https://news.bitcoin.com/european-commission-digital-currency-dark-web-consortium/

https://diepresse.com/home/wirtschaft/boerse/5529630/Der-Kampf-um-die-Seele-vonBitcoin
https://www.handelsblatt.com/dpa/wirtschaft-handel-und-finanzen-gegen-onlinekriminalitaet-eu-projekt-titanium-startet-in-praxisphase/23905718.html?ticket=ST103261-dyLAheidsD9eyako7Who-ap2
https://www.focus.de/finanzen/boerse/wirtschaftsticker/gegen-online-kriminalitaeteu-projekt-titanium-startet-in-praxisphase_id_10229310.html
https://www.infopoint-security.de/titanium-projekt-will-darknet-kriminalitaet-wirksambekaempfen/a18559/
https://www.lr-online.de/nachrichten/politik/eu-projekt-titanium-startet-in-diepraxisphase_aid-35861491
https://science.apa.at/rubrik/politik_und_wirtschaft/EUProjekt_Titanium_gegen_Cybercrime_in_Praxisphase_gestartet/SCI_20190124_SCI4011
1351046548214
https://derstandard.at/2000096988446/EU-Projekt-Titanium-gegen-Cybercrime-inPraxisphase-gestartet
https://www.boerse.de/nachrichten/Gegen-Online-Kriminalitaet-EU-Projekt-Titaniumstartet-in-Praxisphase/7997725
https://phys.org/wire-news/310310245/effectively-combating-darknet-crime.html
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Computerworld.ch

2019-01-28

EurekAlert!

2019-01-30

https://www.computerworld.ch/security/hacking/eu-projekt-titanium-geht-darknet1672056.html
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2019-01/kift-ecd013019.php

Table 5. TITANIUM Press Releases and Blog Posts pick-up

2.10 TV/Radio Broadcasts and Interviews
Since the beginning of the project, TITANIUM was mentioned or introduced as part of three TV
broadcasts. The Austrian TV broadcasting station ORF visited AIT to do an interview with Dr. Haslhofer
about the project and the main aspects around virtual currencies. The interview aired on Tuesday
evening, 2017-06-06 (Report, ORF 2). On 2019-01-24 the German TV broadcasting station 3Sat invited
Paulina Pesch from KIT to the science broadcast "Scobel" to discuss the topic "Die BlockchainRevolution". Finally, the TITANIUM expert Thilo Gottschalk was interviewed about TITANIUM by the
local TV broadcaster BadenTV for “Live-News”, which aired on 2019-01-31.
Three TITANIUM experts were interviewed for radio broadcasts and a blog. On 2019-02-09 a radio
interview about TITANIUM with Ross King aired on Deutschlandfunk. Another radio interview about
TITANIUM was done with Thilo Gottschalk (KIT). The interview will be broadcasted soon in the format
“Forschung aktuell” by Deutschlandfunk. Finally, Bitcoin.de Blog interviewed Dr. Haslhofer about
ransomware and CoinJoins. The related blog post7 reports about cryptocurrency transaction analysis
done in TITANIUM.

3

Evaluation of Year Two dissemination activities

A Table of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) was given in D7.1, giving quantifiable measures to evaluate
the project performance. The results for these indicators during the first two year of the project are
now listed in the table 6 and can be compared to the foreseen ones.
Relevant Communication
Indicators & Targets
Years 1 & 2
Measures & Goals
TITANIUM branding & communication material, channels
Develop project logo, key
✓
• 1 project logo (various resolutions)
messages, online & printed • 1 public key message in English
✓
identity
✓
• 1 PPT &1 document template
Set up project
✓
• 1 project web site
communication channels
✓
• 3 Project social media accounts:
Twitter, Facebook/LinkedIn, Vimeo
o N. tweets 187
channel for videos
o Over 250 twitter followers for o N. Twitter followers 234
o N. LinkedIn followers 36
the project
o

At least 100 views of the
project videos

7

o
o

289 project video views
2nd project video in
production

https://bitcoinblog.de/2018/11/09/ransomware-erwirtschaftet-mickrige-ertraege-und-coinjoins-koennenerkannt-werden/
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o

•

Social media links with at
least 10 representative
groups across the EU
Impact of website
o Average number of hits/day
>2
o >2500 unique visitors
o Average length of stay >1,5
minutes
1 Dissemination and Communication
Plan explaining communication
strategy & how to use key message,
including:
o guidelines for documenting &
reporting project
dissemination activities
o statement template for
acknowledging EC funding

Develop communication
guidelines & good
practices for project
dissemination activities

•

Newsletter

•

At least 250 individuals from the
target audience signed up to receive
email updates on project
achievements by the end of the
project

Produce printed project
brochures, flyers

•

Social media campaigns

•

Project flyers in English, printed and
distributed as necessary, in at least
10 different events.
TITANIUM campaigns
2 around the project per year around
relevant events

Campaigns for outreach to
general press and media

•

3 press releases per year on project
stories & outcomes
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o

9 followers from Law
Enforcement on LinkedIn

o
o
o

Total sessions 5671
unique visitors 4104
Average length of stay
about 01:47 minutes

✓ Plan submitted
✓ Guidelines provided (D7.1)
✓ Document & presentation
templates provided (incl.
funding
acknowledgement)
✓ Dissemination tracking
tools in place
✓ All publications and
marketing material include
EC funding
acknowledgement
✓ 1 newsletter to 13
associated partners
✓ 1 public newsletter to 120
contacts
✓ Desk research to generate
further contacts on-going
✓ Flyers produced and
distributed at more than
10 events
✓ 3 campaigns in context of
first newsletter publication
and first round of Field
Labs
✓ Next campaign being
prepared in context of
upcoming newsletter
release
✓ 4 press releases
✓ Widely picked up by
international press
✓ 3 TV broadcasts featured
in Austria and Germany
✓ 2 radio interviews aired in
Germany

Promotion of targeted
news items for scientists &
experts via specialised
channels
Community engagement

•

2 news items per year on specialised
project topics (through existing
channels & newsletters)

✓ 15 news items on website
✓ 1 Interview on in
bitcoin.de blog

•

✓ 6

Publication of scientific
papers in journals or
conferences

•

Organisation of special
sessions or workshops in
scientific conferences

•

Networked with at least 5 EU or
national projects, initiatives,
networks
TITANIUM scientific outreach
At least 10 peer-reviewed scientific
publications
At least 4 publications published in
international journals
Participation in at least 6 scientific
workshops
Presentation of project results in at
least three international events
Active distribution of at least 1,000
leaflets at such international events

•

•
•

Master & PhD programme

✓ At least four MSc theses and one PhD
projects

Preparation of articles in
general science
communication &
publication outlets

✓ 2 articles per year at related blogs
and websites

Promoting TITANIUM
achievements via business
partners web sites
Meetings with Business
Units/Commercial Staff
from commercial partners
Table 6. TITANIUM KPIs

4

TITANIUM business outreach
✓ Create more than 5 entries in
organisation’s News section of the
web site
✓ At least 3 during the projects lifetime

✓ 7 peer-reviewed scientific
publications
✓ 4 journal publications
✓ 6 workshops
✓ Presented project results
at >3 events
✓ Organized Post-Bitcoin
symposium with more
than 130 participants
✓ 240 flyers distributed
✓ 2 Master theses + 1
Bachelor
✓ 4 PhD projects
✓ 6

✓ >5 (incl. re-posting of press
releases and other
TITANIUM news)
✓ 2 meetings with WebIQ
✓ Activities will be
intensified in Year 3

Conclusion

During the first project year, we provided a detailed Dissemination and Communication Plan with a
communication strategy tailored to our main target audiences: specialists and the public.
Dissemination material and templates have been provided to the project partners. All TITANIUM
publications and marketing materials prominently include the EC funding acknowledgement. Project
flyers have been printed and have been distributed at more than ten relevant events.
The focus of the first project year was on research and requirements. Dissemination activities kicked
off very well. We provided a professional project branding and a website, which achieved excellent
impact. The TITANIUM website has become a point of reference for the relevant stakeholders’
communities engaged with the project and includes more than ten news items and TITANIUM events
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announcements. Of planned >2500 unique visitors, we reached 971 (39%) already during the first
project year. During the second year we already exceeded this goal by achieving 4101 unique users.
The planned average length of stay of 1,5 minutes has been reached.
In terms of social media, Twitter and LinkedIn channels were set up and are being regularly used.
Particularly Twitter achieved excellent impact. Of the planned 250 twitter followers we already
achieved 234 (94%) at the end of the second project year. LinkedIn, however, has only reached 36
users, which is a moderate number. A majority of our LinkedIn followers are from Law Enforcement
and research, which are our main target audiences. This proves that it is a channel through which we
can reach our targeted audiences, however only in a limited number. We plan to improve this through
increasing the frequency of LinkedIn posts during the third project year.
We also created a Vimeo channel for disseminating our project video. The video achieved excellent
impact. With 289 project video views, we exceeded the planned 100 views by almost three times.
Partners have disseminated research outputs and participated in more than 30 events from the
beginning of the project, including international events. Scientific dissemination has considerably
increased in the second project year. In terms of goals for scientific outreach we met our goals for the
second project year. The consortium has published out of ten planned open access peer-reviewed
scientific publications. The planned goal to publish four journal publications has already been met the
end of the second year. In addition, we participated in six workshops, presented project results at more
than twenty events, and organised a Post-Bitcoin symposium with more than 130 participants.
TITANIUM issued four press releases, which have been picked up by over 30 different news and media
outlets across Europe. The media interest in the project has grown as the TITANIUM research has
developed. Recent media engagement in national broadcasters include three TV and two radio
appearances of TITANIUM as well as articles in specialised magazines. The achieved impact is shown
particularly through the impressive gain in the TITANIUM website traffic after the two most recent
press releases and communication campaigns.
In terms of social media campaigns our goal to have two per project year around relevant events was
only partially met. So far, we had three campaigns that were done in context of the first public
newsletter release and the kick-off meeting of the first round of Field Labs. However, as especially the
LinkedIn analysis suggests, coordination of dedicated and targeted social media campaigns is
something that can be improved for the final project year. We are currently preparing a campaign in
context of the upcoming newsletter release. The goal is to better coordinate the news sharing on the
various social media channels. Another campaign is planned in context of the release of the second
TITANIUM video, which will focus on our tools and solutions offered to LEAs.
At the beginning of he project, we agreed to focus the public outreach to social media channels and
press releases, and to use the newsletter to reach out to professional target audiences. During the first
year, our efforts focused on reaching and involving our associated partners. During the second project
year TITANIUM shifted the focus from disseminating research to general audiences to increasing
communication with specialists. The TITANIUM newsletter was circulated to about 120 contacts
including relevant stakeholders (e.g. Law Enforcement Agencies, Industry, scientific community),
media outlets and specialised journalists. This proactive approach toward stakeholders’ engagement
has contributed to raise awareness about the project and to attract media interest.
We planned to have at least 250 individuals from our main target audiences signed up to our
newsletter by the end of the project. So far, we only reached 48% of this goal. We realise that at the
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end of the second project year, this number needs to grow. Do address this, we are currently doing
web research to identify further contacts from Law Enforcement and other specialists to be invited to
our mailing list. We are preparing another communication campaign for the next month in context of
the next newsletter issue release and are aiming at already including substantially more contacts to
the next release. We hope to improve this KPI within the next months. This will also be important in
context of our exploitation strategy.
In the final project year the focus of the project will move from innovation to validation. During the
third project year TITANIUM tools will be brought to the next maturity level, and exploitation of results
will be a major goal. In this phase dissemination activities will have an increased focus on reaching our
stakeholders (LEAs and specialists). Social media activities promoting TITANIUM tools and training will
be intensified, and most importantly exploitation activities such as meetings with Business
Units/Commercial Staff from commercial partners will increase. Until the end of the project synergies
between dissemination, training, and exploitation activities will increase.
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